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From the President

As the new president of the Lake Winnipeg Foundation,

I look forward to working with the Board of Directors

and you, our members, towards achieving our mandate –

to restore the health of Lake Winnipeg. Anyone who

knows me is aware that I am passionate about Lake

Winnipeg and I know many of you are as well. We all

know that restoring the health of the lake is not going to

be a “quick fix” but with everyone joining together it will

make a huge difference.

I would like to thank Robin Mather, as past president, for

his work and dedication. Robin led us in tackling and

accomplishing many preliminary tasks including

establishing our constitution and achieving registered

charity status. Now Robin is very active on the Education

Committee working with children in the schools. The

LWF is very grateful for the work he has done and

continues to do.

As a grass roots organization it is You, the members, who

are the backbone of the LWF . The lake has no voice –

collectively You are the voice of the Lake. Many
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of you attended LWF activities this past summer held on both the east and west side of the

lake. Janet Sampson, a new board member who summers at Victoria Beach has taken over

as Chairperson of the Membership Committee. Janet brings lots of enthusiasm and ideas

and looks to double our membership in the next year.

The Education Committee is chaired by Dr. Lyle Lockhart, board member and world

respected scientist, who spends five months of the year at Ponemah. The education

committee works with school age children and makes powerpoint presentations to

organizations such as cottage associations, community clubs, church groups as well as at

conferences. Those of you who have heard Dr. Lockhart know that

his presentations are always engaging and informative -  helping all

of us to understand the lake’s problems and what concrete actions

each of us can take to help. Clearly, the more people we can reach

with this message the better.

The first annual Live Lake Walkathon was held September 2nd and

raised over $28,000. It was just so exciting to see so many people

crowding into the Matlock Recreation Centre! Then it was off for a

5km walk. Congratulations to Don Winstone and his committee

who worked very hard to make this event such a huge success. This

would not have been possible without the volunteers, walkers and those who got pledges.

Thank You! I hope everyone, plus all your friends will participate in the expanded 2nd

Annual Live Lake Walkathon on Sunday, August 10th, 2008.

The third annual Live Lake Concert featured Jesse Havey and Mike Burnard. Its organizing

committee was chaired by Rick Gamble. It was a great evening of live music and an

enthusiastic audience. Once again, it was a great success in creating awareness.

Project Development is a recently formed committee to seek out projects for the LWF.

Eugene Kostyra, a new board member who lives in the municipality of Bifrost, chairs this

committee and would welcome your ideas.

The Lake Winnipeg Foundation had a float in the Winnipeg Beach Days Parade and it was

very well received. Thanks to John Morriss who drove the tractor, the Ottar’s Croft (a

group of singers who were great), volunteers who built the float and board members who

walked the route handing out membership brochures. It was fun and created further

awareness.

Anne Doherty
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Joy MacLean

I hope all of you will look at our newly designed web site. Any ideas or information would

be welcomed by Don Winstone or Lyle Lockhart..

The Lake Winnipeg Foundation was well represented at a recent conference, “We Are All

Upstream”, hosted by the ‘Partners FOR the Saskatchewan River Basin and the Red River

Basin Commission’. The overview was working to determine what stakeholders in the Red,

Winnipeg, Assiniboine, North and South Saskatchewan River watersheds can do to help

improve Lake Winnipeg. It was heartening to see and hear that WE are not alone – so

many recognize the lake’s problems and are working to help. There were many excellent

and informative presentations including one by Robin Mather who spoke on behalf of the

Lake Winnipeg Foundation.

The Lake Winnipeg Foundation is growing in membership and public awareness but the

lake needs more. A membership in the Lake Winnipeg Foundation makes a wonderful

Christmas present. The larger and stronger our membership, the more You and the Lake

Winnipeg Foundation will be heard by those who can help with the lake’s problems.

I would like to wish all of you a Very Merry Christmas and a Happy and Healthy 2008.

From the Editor
Integration is about bringing things together into a whole. In

her excellent book, Eau Canada: The Future of Canada’s Water,

Karen Bakker discusses the critical role of Integrated

Watershed Management in restoring and protecting our

waterways. More and more this is widely embraced as the

model to pursue. So I am encouraged to find that in the

context of Lake Winnipeg I can find examples of this approach

at work - integration across disciplines present on the Namao

and at science workshops involving a wide variety of scientists

all focussed on understanding Lake Winnipeg - integration

across space evident at the ‘We Are All Upstream Conference’ (Nov/07) with people all

the way from Lake of the Woods to the Rocky Mountains coming together across

jurisdictions to increase efforts relating to Lake Winnipeg - integration through

participation by the public who are prepared to take responsibility for restoring Lake

Winnipeg. There can be no doubt that citizens’ knowledge, values and actions are a critical

part of an integrated approach to helping Lake Winnipeg. A definite sense of the building

involvement and momentum is captured in this edition of The Watershed Observer.
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Celebrate the Lake
A regular space for items of all sorts that illustrate the

wonders of the lake

OUR LADY LAKE

by John Badertscher

WINTER

In her depths, protected from the cold, she rests,
drawing her icy blanket, sheet by sheet, over her bed
to shelter all the life within her watery womb.
She does not sleep; is tickled by the noisy travellers
who cross her surface laying  temporary tracks;
is not amused by streams of sludge that leak into her bed.
She sees the threat, for soon this glut of algae food,
will start to take its toll by draining all the life she needs
to nurse the piscine infants waiting to be born.
for now she nurses anger at the insult, and she rests.

from those of us who winter by her shore, she hides
in plain sight, dazzling us with light or throwing snowy curtains
before our view, requiring our frigid thought
to contemplate the finitude of all our lines of vision.
She magnifies the gifts of sun and moon and stars.
She reaches into winter’s pale dawn and draws it nearer,
as if, by magic power, to lure the distant sun
back from its southern wanderings once again to warm her blood.
When stirring, under gentle moon or stars cold staring,
she stretches icy shroud, the sound reverberates forever.
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SPRING

By morning light she fiercely prowls her boundaries.
She reaches wildly to embrace the rocks
to lick the trees and thrash the rushes, grass and bush
that dared last year to stay when the gulls had fled.
Just days ago she rang her chimes in bright alarm,
and then, throwing her glittering covers off,
she heaped them in an architectural display
of churches, castles, mountains rising, crashing,
crumbling in the chaos of creative play.
Today a sombre face reveals her mood.

She tests the ones who would become her neighbours, lovers,
those who would seek life within her depths,
or living in dry luxury here upon her shore.
If you would ride these waves, remove your shoes.
This is no goddess, but a creature who demands,
deserves respect, a presence recognised.
If you would trespass, know she has the will and means
to drown illusions of security.
She sets the terms by which she shares the gift of life.
She smashes stones that would defy her power.
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SUMMER

How cleverly she mocks the bodies that expose
themselves along her shore beneath the sun.
They lie, pretending sleep, exposed and vulnerable.
She also seems to sleep, inviting those
who see her as a passive playground, as a part
of yet another scheme the locals have
devised to lure the tourists, and to part them from
their cash, a confirmation of the glossy
photos in the ads designed to draw outsiders
to this paradise, forgotten home.

Yet if the bathers or the merchants were to blush,
then they might notice that she blushes too,
not pink, but with a slickly shade of green that warns
attentive eyes that all is far from well.
For human excess leaves her feeling sick, and used.
Her patience wearing thin, she contemplates
how to rebuke, how to regain her sacred space.
Each summer she has swallowed one or two,
but no one seems to get the point. They soon forget
the subtle risks of promiscuity.
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AUTUMN

Tonight she dances with the moon. They toss about
some veils of filmy clouds in reckless sexual display.
Ten thousand years and more this pair has done their dance
here in the center of the continent, with or without
a human presence to appreciate the show.
How do they feel tonight, these ancient lovers in their dance?
Is Lady Lake still pleased to rise and fall, to feel
the movement of the moon upon her shimmering surface, feel
the entrance of the golden light into her depths?
Or has the weariness of age begun to mute her joy?

The moon is waning; when the night returns again
its energy for dance will be the less, diminished in
predictable degree. Her depth of wisdom tells
our Lady Lake the truth, that lovers come and go, and come
again. She dances on, secure within the great
mysterious circles that Creating Spirit draws upon
the universe in love. I wonder what her wisdom
tells her now about the annulated shape her life
will take. The mighty glaciers that have fed her life
are almost vanished now. Has she her journey’s end in view?
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“Hi. My name’s Cleo. I have also been
going to V.B. for all my life. When I
helped to raise money for Lake Winnipeg
last summer I loved to see how so many
kind people supported the foundation and
bought t-shirts and wristbands. I know
lots of kids who would love to help raise
money for Lake Winnipeg just like
me, because it’s such a special place!”

“Hi!  My name is Elora.  I’ve gone to
Victoria Beach all summer for my whole
life.  I love Victoria Beach.  I
especially like swimming in Lake
Winnipeg.  I was sad when I heard a
few years ago that it was being
polluted.  I hope Lake Winnipeg will be
saved.”  

TOO YOUNG TO VOLUNTEER?            NOT!
This summer at Victoria Beach there was a successful membership drive for the Lake

Winnipeg Foundation. It was made possible by the efforts of many dedicated volunteers

who sold T-shirts, wristbands and memberships at community events in July and August.

Three young people stood out not only because of their age but also because of their love

of Lake Winnipeg, their commitment to the environment and their enthusiasm for an

important cause.

Sydney is fourteen and in grade nine.! Her family has been enjoying summers at Victoria

Beach for many generations.! She loves to read, play tennis and golf and enjoys long lazy

afternoons on the beach and in the lake.! She was one of the first to answer my call to help

promote the Lake Winnipeg Foundation.! Sydney used her creative talents to set up displays

to catch the eyes of passer-bys and she remained enthusiastic throughout the many hours we

logged in the sun at the various events.! She

read the available literature, listened

attentively and asked pertinent questions to

be better prepared to answer inquiries.!

She never said no to a request even when it

meant getting up very early to help!!

Cleo is ten and in grade six.! She is a

reader, a gymnast and artist. Cleo is

concerned about those who are less

fortunate and is not new to volunteering her

time and talents to help others.! She loves

her holiday at Victoria Beach, volunteering in the community library and beachcombing the

shore for stones and driftwood to create beautiful objects d’art.! Many hours are spent playing

in the lake with friends.! Cleo is concerned about the problems facing Lake Winnipeg and

was eager to help with public awareness.! She was a great help distributing posters and

selling wristbands.

Elora is ten and in grade five.! Elora is both

athletic and artistic.! She enjoys soccer, cross

country skiing and swimming.! She loves to paint

and make handcrafted bracelets.! Elora sold her

braided bracelets at the Summer Winds Music

Festival and donated the proceeds to the Lake

Winnipeg Foundation.!

It gives me great pleasure to thank Sydney, Cleo and Elora for their time and energy.
Janet Sampson
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We have solid information that the amount of phosphorus entering Lake Winnipeg each year is

much larger than the amount that leaves and so the lake has been accumulating more and more

phosphorus.  What is causing all the excess phosphorus in the inflowing rivers, especially the Red

River?  It would be nice if atoms of phosphorus came with labels saying this one came from

natural erosion of soil and that one came from a city sewer and that other one came from farm

fertilizer.  Labels like that would help us know where we could get the greatest benefit from

cutting back on sources of phosphorus.  For example, if most of it came from natural erosion,

then our best control option would be to work on land drainage and on-land water retention

designs.  But phosphorus atoms do not come with such useful labels.  There is still some hope,

however.  Phosphorus in the lake is usually present as phosphate, a combination of one atom of

phosphorus and four atoms of oxygen.  These oxygen atoms stick pretty tightly to their

phosphorus atom and don’t get mixed up with other atoms of oxygen in the water. Oxygen atoms

come in different forms, called isotopes, that scientists can distinguish and measure separately.

The difference in abundance of the oxygen isotopes in a phosphate molecule can sometimes offer

clues about the history of that phosphate molecule.

Dr. Veronique Hiriart-Baer from the Canada Centre for Inland Waters in Burlington, Ontario, is

just beginning a project in which she hopes to be able to tease out clues about the history of

phosphate molecules in Lake Winnipeg.  If the approach works here, and it has worked in other

places, she may be able to offer us a valuable guide for decisions about controls on sources of

phosphorus.  In this issue, Veronique explains her work.                       Lyle Lockhart

Tracking the phosphorus sources in Lake Winnipeg: A possibility?

Phosphorus, an essential nutrient for terrestrial and aquatic plants, is naturally occurring
and found in very low concentrations in the environment. Phosphorus is a natural
resource that is commercially exploited and used primarily in plant fertilizers.
Phosphates, which contain phosphorus, enter the aquatic environment through point
sources like sewage treatment plants, and non-point sources such as manure and
fertilizers applied to agricultural and urban landscapes. Human activities on the landscape
are the leading cause of increased loadings1 of phosphorus and other nutrients to water
bodies, which can lead to the eutrophication2 of lakes and streams. Despite concerns
about eutrophication, phosphorus plays an important role in the storage and transfer of
genetic information and is involved in fundamental biological processes. In freshwater
ecosystems, phosphorus often limits the growth of algae because concentrations are

                                                  
1
 Loading is defined here as the total amount (weight) of a compound that enters an aquatic environment

over a defined time interval.
2
 Eutrophication is defined as the increase of nutrients, typically nitrogen and phosphorus, in an ecosystem;

cultural eutrophication refers to the acceleration of natural eutrophication by human activities.
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Neutron

Proton
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Figure 1: Oxygen-18 stable isotope with two extra
neutrons making it heavier than its lighter
counterpart oxygen-16.

Stable
Nucleus

typically low relative to the biological demand. This is
not the case, however, in Lake Winnipeg.

In order to understand the dynamics of phosphorus in
lakes and rivers, the concentrations (or loading) of the
different forms of phosphorus in the different
compartments of a lake (e.g. water, sediment, biota) are
typically measured and monitored at different locations
and over time. While this approach results in an
understanding of the flow and exchange of phosphorus
between the different compartments, information on the
relative contribution of the different input sources (e.g. inorganic fertilizer versus treated
sewage or animals waste) of phosphorus to a particular ecosystem remains elusive. The
desire to identify specific sources of nutrients to aquatic ecosystems is not new. For
decades now, researchers have been using naturally occurring stable isotopes (not
radioactive) of hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and sulfur as forensic ‘fingerprints’
to determine the origin and follow the fate of these elements in the environment. These
‘fingerprints’ emerge from the fact that isotopes of elements differ in the number of
neutrons in their nucleus (Fig. 1). These neutron differences impart a slight and
measurable change in the weight of the elements with only minor chemical differences.
However, these different isotopes are not favoured equally by plants and other organisms.
Consequently, as the different isotopes of elements flow through an ecosystem their
relative abundance changes. This change in relative abundance can then be used to
determine the origin and follow the fate of these elements in the environment.

So how do we use stable isotopes to track phosphorus sources? As it turns out, most of
the phosphorus in the environment is tightly bound to oxygen, as phosphate (PO4).
Oxygen has three stable isotopes, so we can measure the relative abundance of the
oxygen isotopes. In phosphates the bond between phosphorus and oxygen is stable at
most environmental temperatures and does not readily swap oxygen molecules with
water without biological mediation. This means that different sources of phosphorus with
distinct phosphate ‘fingerprints’ can potentially be identified, particularly in nutrient-rich
lakes, such as Lake Winnipeg. Our work in Lake Winnipeg on phosphorus source
tracking is currently in its first sampling year. As a first approach, we must determine
whether the phosphate ‘fingerprints’ differ over time and space in Lake Winnipeg. If they
do, we can then begin to distinguish between the different sources of phosphorus within
the Lake Winnipeg watershed.

Véronique Hiriart-Baer
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LIVE LAKE III
   Rick Gamble

The Lake Winnipeg Foundation hosted its third annual Live Lake
Concert on September 1, 2007 at the
Matlock Rec Centre. This year we
geared the concert towards a younger
audience to bring awareness of Lake
Winnipeg's plight to the younger
generation. We would like to thank the
artists who participated - namely, Mike Burnard and Audio Ascend

and The
Lost.
These
musicians
rocked
out for
Lake
Winnipeg

Our feature band was
Jessee Havey and The
Quirks. Jessee is an
established artist in her
own right having won a
Juno and an Emmy
nomination performing
with The Duhks. Now on

Mike Burnard

Mike Burnard and Audio Ascend

The Lost
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Jessee Havey
and The Quirks

her own with a new band behind her, she shared her enormous
talent with an appreciative audience.

We would also like to extend our thanks to local artist, Betty Jackson, and
Winnipeg photographer, Judy Wilson, for donating their art works for door
prizes. We also must thank Friesens Publishing of Altona for their generous
donation of the posters and tickets printed for this event. Our ongoing
gratitude to Jef Burnard for designing the posters and tickets as well as
many other design services he has donated to the foundation.

A lucky winner
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Our participants illustrate

that there is more than

one way to get where we

need to go.

First Live Lake Walkathon Proves People Care

And Raises Over $28,000!

About 150 walkers in all - from babes to grandparents - set out from the Matlock

Recreational Club on a glorious September morning. One sensed an enthusiasm about

the event and its purpose as participants weaved along Lake Winnipeg, a place to which

we feel an intrinsic connection. The impressive turnout proved that many people are

concerned about the lake and about maintaining its health. We say thank you to the

sponsors, walkers, volunteers, and donors for the huge success of this event. Over

$28,000 was raised of which 93% will be put into projects for the benefit of the lake.

The Lake Winnipeg Foundation’s vision is “a clean, healthy Lake Winnipeg and a clean,

healthy watershed”. Our key objectives are:

Public Education
Making presentations to church groups, school children and

others interested in learning more about the lake.

Circulating a poster which outlines steps you can take as an

individual to assist in protecting the health of the lake.

Research
Funding of the Lake Winnipeg Research Consortium ($1000

per year for 5 years) to assist research on the lake.

Support of the East Interlake Conservation District which is

conducting studies of the Icelandic and Fisher Rivers to

gather water quality and other data about the ecological state

of the waterways ($5000 annually for 3 years).

Demonstration Projects
Village of Dunnottar joint pilot project: a passive filtration system to remove nutrients

form effluent leaving the sewage lagoon - expected to serve as a model for similar efforts

elsewhere in the province and the country ($1000).
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En Route - walkers sip

water drawn from a

nearby artesian well

We are open to suggestions for ideas and projects that we might consider. Contact us at

our website www.lakewinnipegfoundation.org or contact me directly at 204 389 4141 or at

winston1@mts.net .

Because of the tremendous support for this event we plan to hold  our

2n d Annual Live Lake Walk on August 10, 2008 at a minimum of two

locations  (one on the east side and one on the west side).

We are counting on your support and participation next year and welcome volunteers for

the ongoing work of the foundation and/or for next year’s walkathon.

by Don Winstone

THANK YOU to the following people who helped make the walk-a-thon such a huge

success.

Event Volunteers:

Joy Chochinov         Janice Thevenot        Carla McKnight        Lara Winstone

Donna Winstone     Dana MacRae           Helen Kwamsoos       Dale Hadfield

Dave Oberding        Bruce Smith              Art Chipman

Ken Gray                 Lyle Lockhart            Cam MacLean

Committee Members:

Sue Hadfield        Doreen Rosaasen       Joy MacLean

Anne Doherty      Rick Gamble             Barry Gibson

CBC Information Radio Host Terry

MacLeod gets the facts from the Lake

Winnipeg Research Consortium’s

Managing Director Al Kristofferson
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LWF Corporate Activities 2007 (May to November)

May

Presentation to Air Canada Retirees Association, St James Legion, Winnipeg

Received notification that our nomination of the Lake Winnipeg Research Consortium
was successful. The LWRC has been named one of the finalists for this award
from the Canadian Geographic and other sponsoring agencies.

Showing of An Inconvenient Truth and commentary, St. James Anglican Church,
Winnipeg

Attended half-day symposium on Lake Winnipeg at the Chemical Society of Canada
annual Conference, Winnipeg Convention Centre. This session was organized and
chaired jointly by the Lake Winnipeg Foundation.

Poster printed for distribution - listing actions that individuals can take to help improve
Lake Winnipeg.

Awarded grant of $7500 from the Winnipeg Foundation for purchase of audio-visual
equipment in support of presentations about the state of Lake Winnipeg and
actions that may be taken to improve its condition.

June

Distribution of fourth edition of “The Watershed Observer”, the newsletter of LWF

Annual General Meeting, Matlock Recreation Centre, Matlock, MB with a presentation
by Bob Betcher (Manitoba Water Stewardship) on the topic of groundwater in
Manitoba

July

Public presentation in Victoria Beach, MB

Showing of An Inconvenient Truth and commentary, Matlock Community Club, Matlock

PowerPoint presentation at the Gimli Tourist Centre, Gimli
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August

Granted $1000 to Phase I of the Village of Dunnottar passive sewage filtration project for
removal of nutrients from sewage.

September

Third annual Live Lake concert at the Matlock Recreation Centre, Matlock

First annual Live Lake Walkathon, Matlock

November

Global Justice Film Festival, University of Winnipeg – LWF display booth and
PowerPoint presentation

Several delegates attended the “We Are All Upstream” conference hosted by the Partners
for the Saskatchewan River Basin and the Red River Basin Commission, Victoria
Inn, Winnipeg. The Lake Winnipeg Foundation provided a sponsor’s booth with
PowerPoint presentation and an oral plenary presentation.

Three members of the Education Committee (Robin Mather, Elva Simundsson, Catherine
Salki) attended a meeting organized by Cheryl Bailey to work on revision of the
science curriculum for Manitoba schools so that it incorporates an understanding
of Lake Winnipeg. These members will serve on the 11-member advisory group
formed at the meeting.

Three members of the Board of directors attended a public meeting hosted by the
Minister of Finance to obtain public input to the provincial budget process. A
letter was presented urging the Minister to make financial provision for the
implementation of the Lake Winnipeg Stewardship Report dates December 2006.
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The Watershed Observer is a

publication of the Lake

Winnipeg Foundation, a

registered Canadian Charity.

Established in 2005 with a

mandate to actively promote

the health of Lake Winnipeg,

the foundation is dedicated to

achieve this goal through

support for research, public

education, advocacy and

management.
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A Really Big Watershed!

Lake Winnipeg’s watershed (shown in orange) is almost

1 million square kilometres.

When measured by surface area, it is the 10th largest

freshwater lake in the world.

Millions of acres of productive agricultural cropland

drain to the lake.

Almost 7 million people live in the watershed plus

several times more farm animals.

Water drains into Lake Winnipeg from four provinces

and four states.
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